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Abstract
Background: Within the first 3 years of life, the brain develops rapidly. Its development is characterized by critical developmental periods for
speech, vision, hearing, language, balance, etc.; and alteration in any of the processes occurring in those critical periods can lead to specific delays
in development. Aims: The present study evaluated the potential toxic effects of organic-mercury exposure from Thimerosal (49.55% mercury
by weight) in childhood vaccines and its hypothesized possible relationship with specific delays in development. Materials and Methods: A
hypothesis testing case-control study was undertaken to evaluate the relationship between exposure to Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B
vaccines administered at specific intervals in the first 6 months among cases diagnosed with specific delays in development and controls
born between 1991-2000, utilizing data in the Vaccine Safety Datalink database. Results: Cases were significantly more likely than controls
to have received increased organic-mercury from Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B vaccine administered in the first, second, and sixth
month of life. Conclusion: Though routine childhood vaccination may be an important public health tool to reduce the morbidity and
mortality associated with infectious diseases, the present study supports an association between increasing organic-mercury exposure from
Thimerosal-containing childhood vaccines and the subsequent risk of specific delays in development among males and females.
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Introduction
Until approximately 3 years of age, the brain develops
rapidly. During that period, its development is
characterized by specific critical developmental periods.
Brain development is extraordinarily complex, requiring
many coordinated processes and events to take place.[1]
These sensitive periods of elevated activity and processes
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can create windows of vulnerability for the developing
brain. If a process of development is missed or altered, the
developmental period cannot be fully recovered, leading
to brain abnormalities that are brain region- and timespecific.[1,2] The brain’s ability to regenerate and repair is
very limited when a developmental process is suspended
or delayed by an internal or external influence.[1,3] The
brain’s ability to recover a lost window of development
and the processing that would have corresponded to it
is virtually non-existent after the alteration, leading to
long-lasting or permanent detrimental consequences
with varying degrees of severity.[1] Studies suggest that
many critical developmental periods occur postnatally,
including those for vision, hearing, language, balance,
etc. and that an alteration in any of these periods and
the processes that occur during them can lead to specific
delays in development.
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At issue, then, is the dramatic rise in specific delays in
development during the past two decades,[4] an alarming
trend with costly consequences for the family and the
society.[1] To date, there is no consensus on the cause
or contributing factors related to this increase. Many
questions regarding the potential contribution of genetic
inheritance and susceptibility, gene/environment
interaction, and epigenetic or environmental factors to
specific delays in development remain unanswered.
However, studies have shown exposure to heavy
metals, particularly mercury (Hg), is a risk factor for
specific delays in development,[5,6] and that childhood
exposure to Hg is increasing.[7] Additional studies have
shown Hg levels are increasing in both the environment
and in humans. For example, investigators reported
on time trends on blood inorganic-Hg levels in 6,174
women, aged 18-49, in the National Health and
Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES), 1999-2006
data sets.[8] That study documented that the percentage
of women with detectable levels of inorganic-Hg in
the blood rose sharply from 2% in 1999-2000 to 30% in
2005-2006. In addition, the population mean inorganicHg concentration in the blood rose significantly over
that same period, from 0.33-0.39 μg/L. The level of
inorganic-Hg was significantly associated with age,
suggesting bio-accumulation. The study concluded
that inorganic-Hg deposition within the human body
is a cumulative process, increasing in the individual
with age, and in the population over time, as a result
of chronic Hg exposure.
Since Hg bio-accumulates, combined exposure from
different sources is of concern, especially in the face
of an underlying chronic exposure that appears to be
increasing. Thus, every preventable source of exposure
should be assessed. Additive effects of exposures from
different sources could potentially increase a child’s
total Hg exposure from a subclinical chronic exposure
level to a clinical level in which obvious specific delays
in development occur. Of particular concern is the
exposure a child incurs to organic-Hg through the Hgbased compound Thimerosal, still routinely used in some
vaccine formulations.
Thimerosal is an organic-Hg compound (49.55% Hg
weight) added to vaccines as a preservative, typically
at nominal concentrations from 0.005-0.01% (12.5 μg Hg
or 25 μg Hg per 0.5 mL vaccine dose).[9] Thimerosal is
known to rapidly dissociate into ethyl-Hg chloride,
ethyl-Hg hydroxide, and sodium thiosalicylate in saline
solutions. As a result of adherence to the recommended
routine childhood vaccination schedule in the US
during the 1990s, infants may have been exposed to
bolus doses of Hg nominally ranging from 12.5 μg Hg
to 62.5 μg Hg, collectively totaling up to nominally
520

200 μg Hg from Thimerosal-containing childhood
vaccines during the first six months of life (> 50% of all
Hg exposure when considering environmental sources
of Hg).[9] This dosing pattern continues unabated in
many developing nations to the present day. Even
in the United States, despite a call for the removal of
Thimerosal from all vaccines on July 7, 1999, by the
American Academy of Pediatrics and United States
Public Health Service, [10] many American children
continue to receive significant doses of Hg from the
routinely recommended administration of Thimerosalcontaining influenza vaccines (where more than 50%
of all doses of influenza vaccine continue to contain
0.01% Thimerosal), given to pregnant women, infants,
and young children.[9]
The purpose of the present study was to evaluate
concerns about the toxic effects of organic-Hg exposure
from Thimerosal in childhood vaccines by conducting a
case-control study with documented exposure to varying
levels of Thimerosal from vaccinations. A hypothesis
testing study was undertaken to evaluate the relationship
between organic-Hg exposure from Thimerosalcontaining hepatitis B vaccines, administered at specific
intervals during the first 6 months of life, and the risk
of diagnosed specific delays in development within the
Vaccine Safety Datalink (VSD) database.

Materials and Methods
The study protocol employed was approved by the US
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the
Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Kaiser Permanente
North-West (KPNW), and the IRB of Kaiser Permanente
Northern California (KPNC). The data were analyzed at
the secure Research Data Center of the National Center
for Health Statistics in Hyattsville, MD. The views
expressed in this study do not necessarily reflect those
of the CDC or those of Kaiser Permanente.

Determining the population at risk
A cohort of infants enrolled in the VSD project
(updated through the end of 2000) from KPNW,
Kaiser Permanente Colorado (KPC), and KPNC was
examined using SAS® software. The VSD project was
created in 1991 by the National Immunization Program
(NIP) of the CDC, and VSD’s data collection and
study methods have been previously described.[11-14]
The project links medical event information, specific
vaccine history, and selected demographic information
from the computerized databases of several healthcare
management organizations (HMOs). The cohort
examined was comprised of individuals with nonmissing date of birth and non-missing gender, who were
HMO-enrolled from their date of birth.
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Determining cases
The outcome files (inpatient and outpatient diagnoses)
from this population were then reviewed to find
the first instance of International Classification of
Disease, 9 th revision (ICD-9) diagnosed specific
delays in development, including: reading disorder,
unspecified (315.00), alexia (315.01), developmental
dyslexia (315.02), specific spelling difficulty (315.09),
dyscalculia (315.1), disorder of written expression
(315.2), expressive language disorder (315.31), mixed
receptive-expressive language disorder (315.32), speech
and language developmental delay due to hearing loss
(315.34), developmental articulation disorder (315.39),
developmental coordination disorder (315.4), mixed
development disorder (315.5), other specified delays
in development (315.8), and unspecified delay in
development (315.9). If there were multiple instances
of the same diagnosis in a child, only the first instance
was counted. In addition, to ensure the potential
for an association between exposure and outcome,
only individuals diagnosed with specific delays in
development following administration of all the vaccines
under study were included in the present analyses
as cases.
A total of 5,699 cases diagnosed with specific delays in
development “(males = 3,916, females = 1,783; male/
female ratio = 2.2:1), born from 1991 through 2000, were
identified. These individuals diagnosed with specific
delays in development were evaluated to determine
their mean age of initial diagnosis of specific delays in
development and the standard deviation of mean age
of initial diagnosis of specific delays in development
(2.62 ± 1.58 years-old).

Determining controls
In order to identify controls without a diagnosis of
these specific delays in development who would have
only a minimal chance of subsequently receiving such
a diagnosis, controls had to have been continuously
enrolled from birth for at least 5.78 years (mean age of
initial diagnosis of specific delays in development plus
2 times the standard deviation of mean age of initial
diagnosis of specific delays in development). Applying
this follow-up criterion yielded a total of 48,528 controls
without specific delays in development diagnoses
(males = 24,612, females = 23,915; male/female ratio =
1.03) born between 1991 through 1995.

Hepatitis B vaccine exposure
The vaccine file for cases and controls was then reviewed
to determine the exact dates of hepatitis B vaccine
administration. Those cases and controls receiving no
doses of hepatitis B vaccine were also included in the
present study. Overall, among the cases and controls,

Hg exposure was assigned as 12.5 μg organic-Hg per
dose for those receiving a pediatric hepatitis B vaccine
or 0 μg organic-Hg per dose for those receiving either
combined Haemophilus influenzae Type B (Hib)-hepatitis
B vaccine or neither of the aforementioned vaccines.

Statistical analyses
The Fisher’s exact test contained in the SAS® software
was utilized for all statistical analyses, and a two-sided
P-value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. In
the first case-control experimental group (Experiment I),
the data was examined to determine the frequency of
exposure to 12.5 μg organic-Hg from a Thimerosalcontaining hepatitis B vaccine dose in the first month
of life, in comparison to the frequency of 0 μg organicHg from the no-Thimerosal hepatitis B-containing
vaccine dose or no vaccination for hepatitis B in the
first month of life, among cases and controls. In the
second experimental group (Experiment II), the data was
examined to determine the frequency of receiving two
Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B vaccine doses within
the first 2 months of life or a total of 25 μg organic-Hg, in
comparison to the frequency of receiving 0 μg organicHg from two no-Thimerosal hepatitis B-containing
vaccine doses and/or no hepatitis B vaccinations in the
first two months of life, among cases and controls. In
the third experimental group (Experiment III), the data
was examined to determine the frequency of receiving
three Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B vaccine doses
within the first six months of life, or a total of 37.5 μg
organic-Hg, in comparison to the frequency of receiving
0 μg organic-Hg in the first sixth months of life, from noThimerosal hepatitis B-containing vaccine doses and/or
no hepatitis B vaccinations, among cases and controls.
In addition, because the ratio of males to females was
2.2:1, additional separate analyses were completed
where male cases were compared to male controls
(Experiments IV-VI) and female cases were compared to
female controls (Experiments VII-IX)). The overall null
hypotheses for each of these case-control experimental
groups examined was that there would be no difference
in the frequency of exposure to organic-Hg doses from
Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B vaccines between the
cases and the controls. Finally, a series of experiments
were conducted to evaluate the effect of the gender of
cases and increasing exposure to organic-Hg doses from
Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B vaccines. Experiment
X determined the frequency of exposure to 12.5 μg
organic-Hg from a Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B
vaccine dose in the first month of life, in comparison to
the frequency of 0 μg organic-Hg from a no-Thimerosal
hepatitis B-containing vaccine dose or no hepatitis B
vaccination in the first month of life, among male cases
in comparison to female cases. Experiment XI determined
the frequency of receiving two Thimerosal-containing
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hepatitis B vaccine doses within the first 2 months of
life or a total of 25 μg organic-Hg, in comparison to the
frequency of receiving 0 μg organic-Hg from two noThimerosal hepatitis B-containing vaccine doses and/
or no hepatitis B vaccinations in the first 2 months of
life, among male cases in comparison to female cases.
Experiment XII determined the frequency of receiving
three Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B vaccine doses
within the first 6 months of life, or a total of 37.5 μg
organic-Hg, in comparison to the frequency of receiving
0 μg organic-Hg in the first 6 months of life, from noThimerosal hepatitis B-containing vaccine doses and/
or no hepatitis B vaccinations, among male cases in
comparison to female cases. The overall null hypotheses
for each of these experimental groups examined was
that there would be no difference in the frequency
of exposure to organic-Hg doses from Thimerosalcontaining hepatitis B vaccines between the male cases
in comparison to female cases.

Results
Table 1 displays the relationship between cases and
controls receiving increasing doses of organic-Hg
from Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B vaccines at
several specific points within the first 6 months of life.
Experiment I documented that cases were significantly
more likely (odds ratio, OR = 1.99, P < 0.00001) than
controls to have received 12.5 μg organic-Hg from
a Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B vaccine dose in
comparison to 0 μg organic-Hg from a no-Thimerosal
hepatitis B-containing vaccine dose or no hepatitis B
vaccination within the first month of life. Experiment
II documented that cases were significantly more likely
(OR = 1.98, P < 0.00001) than controls to have received
25 μg organic-Hg from two Thimerosal-containing
hepatitis B vaccine doses in comparison to 0 μg organicHg from no-Thimerosal hepatitis B-containing vaccine

doses and/or no hepatitis B vaccinations within the first
2 months of life. Finally, in Experiment III, cases were
significantly more likely (odds ratio = 3.07, P < 0.00001)
than controls to have received 37.5 μg organic-Hg from
three Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B vaccine doses in
comparison to 0 μg organic-Hg from three no-Thimerosal
hepatitis B-containing vaccine doses and/or no hepatitis
B vaccinations within the first 6 months of life.
Tables 2 and 3 display the relationship between cases and
controls receiving increasing doses of organic-Hg from
Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B vaccine doses at several
specific points within the first 6 months of life among
male and female genders, respectively. Table 2 reveals
in Experiment IV that male cases were significantly more
likely (odds ratio = 2.05, P < 0.00001) than male controls
to have received 12.5 μg organic-Hg from a Thimerosalcontaining hepatitis B vaccine dose in comparison to 0 μg
organic-Hg from a no-Thimerosal hepatitis B-containing
vaccine dose or no hepatitis B vaccination within the
first month of life. Experiment V documented that male
cases were significantly more likely (odds ratio = 2.03,
P < 0.00001) than male controls to have received 25 μg
organic-Hg from two Thimerosal-containing hepatitis
B vaccines in comparison to 0 μg organic-Hg from two
no-Thimerosal hepatitis B-containing vaccine doses
and/or no hepatitis B vaccinations within the first two
months of life. Finally, in Experiment VI, male cases were
significantly more likely (odds ratio = 3.38, P < 0.00001)
than male controls to have received 37.5 μg organic-Hg
from three Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B vaccine
doses in comparison to 0 μg organic-Hg from three noThimerosal hepatitis B-containing vaccine doses and/or
no hepatitis B vaccinations within the first six months
of life.
Table 3 reveals in Experiment VII that female cases were
significantly more likely (odds ratio = 1.93, P < 0.00001)

Table 1: A summary of exposure to organic-Hg from Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B vaccine administration
among cases diagnosed with specific delays in development in comparison to controls within the VSD database
Group examined

Experiment I
12.5 μg organic mercury within 1st month
0 μg organic mercury within 1st month
Experiment II
25 μg organic mercury within first 2 months
0 μg organic mercury within first 2 months
Experiment III
37.5 μg organic mercury within first 6
months
0 μg organic mercury within first 6 months

522

Number of cases
diagnosed with
specific delays in
development (%)

Number of controls
without a specific
delays in development
diagnosis (%)

Odds ratio
(95% CI)

P-value

3,094 (14.60)
18,101 (85.40)

2,605 (7.89)
30,427 (92.11)

1.99 (1.89-2.11)

<0.00001

3,095 (14.59)
18,122 (85.41)

2,561 (7.94)
29,696 (92.06)

1.98 (1.87-2.09)

<0.00001

663 (16.35)

115 (5.98)

3.07 (2.50-3.77)

<0.00001

3,391 (83.65)

1,807 (94.02)
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Table 2: A summary of exposure to organic-Hg from Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B vaccine administration among
male cases diagnosed with specific delays in development in comparison to male controls within the VSD database
Group examined

Number of male
Number of male controls
cases diagnosed
without a specific
with specific delays delays in development
in development (%)
diagnosis (%)

Experiment IV
12.5 μg organic mercury within 1st month
0 μg organic mercury within 1st month
Experiment V
25 μg organic mercury within first 2 months
0 μg organic mercury within first 2 months
Experiment VI
37.5 μg organic mercury within first 6 months
0 μg organic mercury within first 6 months

Odds ratio
(95% CI)

P-value

2,133 (19.01)
9,085 (80.99)

1,783 (10.30)
15,527 (89.70)

2.05 (1.91-2.19)

<0.00001

2,135 (19.01)
9,095 (80.99)

1,754 (10.38)
15,141 (89.62)

2.03 (1.89-2.17)

<0.00001

457 (21.49)
1,670 (78.51)

74 (7.48)
915 (92.52)

3.38 (2.61-4.38)

<0.00001

Table 3: A summary of exposure to organic-Hg from Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B vaccine administration among
female cases diagnosed with specific delays in development in comparison to female controls within the VSD database
Group examined

Number of female
Number of female
cases diagnosed with controls without a specific
delays in development
specific delays in
development (%)
diagnosis (%)

Experiment VII
12.5 μg organic mercury within 1st month
0 μg organic mercury within 1st month
Experiment VIII
25 μg organic mercury within first 2 months
0 μg organic mercury within first 2 months
Experiment IX
37.5 μg organic mercury within first 6
months
0 μg organic mercury within first 6 months

Odds ratio
(95% CI)

P-value

961 (9.63)
9,015 (90.37)

822 (5.23)
14,900 (94.77)

1.93 (1.75-2.13)

<0.00001

960 (9.61)
9,026 (90.39)

807 (5.25)
14,555 (94.75)

1.92 (1.74-2.11)

<0.00001

206 (10.69)

41 (4.39)

2.60 (1.84-3.68)

<0.00001

1,721 (89.31)

892 (95.61)

than female controls to have received 12.5 μg organicHg from a Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B vaccine
dose in comparison to 0 μg organic-Hg from a noThimerosal hepatitis B-containing vaccine dose or no
hepatitis B vaccination within the first month of life.
Experiment VIII documented that female cases were
significantly more likely (OR = 1.92, P < 0.00001) than
female controls to have received 25 μg organic-Hg
from two Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B vaccine
doses in comparison to 0 μg organic-Hg from two noThimerosal- hepatitis B-containing vaccine doses and/
or no hepatitis B vaccinations within the first 2 months
of life. Finally, in Experiment IX, female cases were
significantly more likely (OR = 2.60, P < 0.00001) than
female controls to have received 37.5 μg organic-Hg
from three Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B vaccine
doses in comparison to 0 μg organic-Hg from three
no-Thimerosal hepatitis B-containing vaccines and/or
no hepatitis B vaccinatioins within the first 6 months
of life.

Table 4 reveals the relative relationship between
increasing doses of organic-Hg exposure from
Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B vaccine doses at
several specific points within the first 6 months of life
among the ratio of exposed-to-unexposed male cases in
comparison to the ratio of exposed-to-unexposed female
cases (a relative males-to-females ratio). Overall, there
were no statistically significant increase in the relative
males-to-females ratios for increasing organic-Hg
exposure from Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B vaccine
doses among the ratio of exposed-to-unexposed male
cases in comparison to the ratio of exposed-to-unexposed
female cases. However, there was a non-significant
trend towards the ratio of exposed-to-unexposed male
cases having received 37.5 μg organic-Hg from three
Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B vaccine doses in
comparison to 0 μg organic-Hg from three no-Thimerosal
hepatitis B-containing vaccine doses and/or no hepatitis
B vaccinations within the first six months of life in
comparison to the ratio of exposed-to-unexposed female
cases (OR = 1.23, P = 0.33).
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Table 4: A summary of exposure to organic-Hg from Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B vaccine administration
among male cases in comparison to female cases within the VSD database
Group examined

Experiment X
12.5 μg organic mercury within 1st month
0 μg organic mercury within 1st month
Experiment XI
25 μg organic mercury within first 2 months
0 μg organic mercury within first 2 months
Experiment XII
37.5 μg organic mercury within first 6 months
0 μg organic mercury within first 6 months

Number of male
cases diagnosed
with specific delays
in development (%)

Number of female cases
diagnosed with specific
delays in development
diagnosis (%)

Relative malesto-females ratio
(95% CI)

P-value

2,133 (54.47)
1,783 (45.53)

961 (53.90)
822 (46.10)

1.02 (0.91-1.14)

0.69

2,135 (54.90)
1,754 (45.10)

960 (54.33)
807 (45.67)

1.02 (0.91-1.14)

0.71

457 (86.06)
74 (13.94)

206 (83.40)
41 (16.60)

1.23 (0.79-1.89)

0.33

Discussion
Investigators from the US CDC and the US Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) have repeatedly
asserted that products, such as vaccines, which are
intended for healthy people, must be held to a high
standard of safety assurance.[15-17] However, the study of
vaccine risks is more complex than those for therapeutic
products because the exposure is virtually universal
for many vaccines, ensuring the chance occurrence of
many adverse outcomes in temporal association with
vaccines. As a result, these investigators described using
the VSD, a consortium of HMOs, to more rigorously
evaluate vaccine-associated risks (hypothesis testing).
The present hypothesis testing study evaluated the
potential relationship between organic-Hg exposure
from Thimerosal-containing childhood vaccines and
specific delays in development using Fisher’s exact
statistical test.
The specific methods employed to evaluate the potential
relationship between organic-Hg exposure from
Thimerosal-containing childhood vaccines and the risk
of specific delays in development in the present study
were able to exploit recommendations for the timing of
vaccine administration that varied widely. Specifically,
differences in cumulative doses of organic-Hg received at
specific intervals during the infant period were evaluated
based upon the wide-ranging recommendations for
routine hepatitis B vaccine administration. In 1991, the
Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP)
recommended that infants should receive their hepatitis
B vaccine doses as follows: First dose between birth
and 2 months of age, second dose between 1-4 months
of age, and third dose between 6-18 months of age.[18]
Importantly, all told, it is apparent that the differences
in organic-Hg exposures observed in all experiments in
the present study were not the result of a small group
of children receiving anomalous exposures to vaccines.
524

Instead, the experiments assessed varying levels of
organic-Hg exposure that resulted from the varying
windows recommended for administration for hepatitis
B vaccines during the first year of life.
The results observed in the present study also appear to
offer important potential biological mechanistic insights
into the relationship between the timing and cumulative
effects of organic-Hg exposure from Thimerosalcontaining vaccines and the risk of receiving a diagnosis
of specific delays in development. For example, study
subjects diagnosed with a specific delay in development
were not more likely to later have received additional
organic-Hg exposure from administration of a second
or third Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B vaccine in a
dose-proportional manner in comparison to controls.
Instead, the odds ratio of receiving a “specific delays
in development” diagnosis after receiving two doses of
Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B vaccine (25 μg organicHg) by two months of age was similar to the of receiving
one dose of Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B vaccine
(12.5 μg organic-Hg) by 1 month of age. The OR for
receiving a diagnosis for specific delays in development
after three doses of Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B
vaccine (37.5 μg organic-Hg) was increased relative to
those children receiving one or two doses of Thimerosalcontaining hepatitis B vaccine, but the increase observed
was significantly below what would be expected from a
cumulative perspective, without considering the variable
of timing of administration. Our observation of the odds
ratios being modified by time of exposure is consistent
with previous observations regarding other cases of Hg
intoxication, in which early exposure is associated with
more significant adverse effects (that is, Hg intoxication
susceptibility: Fetuses >infants >children >adults).[19]
Importantly, many recent studies support the biologically
plausible role of organic-Hg exposure from Thimerosal-
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containing vaccines in the pathogenesis of specific delays
in development.[20] Investigators have examined the
distribution of organic-Hg following administration of
Thimerosal to animals and infants. For example, when
administering Thimerosal mimicking the US early
childhood vaccination schedule of the 1990s to infant
monkeys, researchers found that significant levels of
Hg were present in the brain (about 40-50 parts-perbillion), a significant fraction of that Hg was present
as inorganic-Hg (about 16 parts-per-billion), and this
inorganic-Hg level was observed to not significantly
decline 120 days following the last dose of Thimerosal.[21]
Other investigators undertook further evaluations of
the speciation of Hg present in rat tissues following
administration of Thimerosal.[22] Interestingly, those
researchers observed that administration of Thimerosal
resulted in significant brain levels of Hg with 63% present
in the form of inorganic-Hg, 13.5% as ethyl-Hg, and
unexpectedly, 23.7% as methyl-Hg.
Disturbingly, some studies reported that Thimerosalcontaining vaccine administration to human infants
significantly increased the vaccinated infants’ blood Hg
levels (with some infants having total blood Hg levels in
excess of the safety limit adopted by the US Environmental
Protection Agency)[23-25] and also significantly increased
the vaccinated infants’ hair ethyl-Hg levels (with some
infants having total hair Hg levels in excess of the safety
limit adopted by the US Environmental Protection
Agency). [26] Finally, in additional research on the
distribution of Hg species within the body, investigators
have recently demonstrated that ethyl-Hg is actively
transported across neuronal cellular membranes to the
same degree as methyl-Hg, by the L-type neutral amino
acid carrier transport (LAT) system.[27]
Once Hg enters the brain, it has a plethora of effects.[28]
One of its main effects is axonal degeneration, particularly
of large caliber axons which tend to be long-range axons
interconnecting distant parts of the brain. Once longrange axons are destroyed, they are not regenerated
to restore the connection intended before the damage,
in part, because the shorter the distance between the
regeneration site and its distal target, the more successful
regeneration of a nerve is likely to be. Postnatally,
damaged mature neuronal axons only regenerate for
very short distances in the central nervous system (CNS).
In addition, long-range connections are dependent upon
a critical prenatal and early postnatal developmental
periods, during which long-range axonal connections
are guided to their cortical targets by molecular signaling
mechanisms.
Significantly, researchers have been able to measure the
long-range connections that carry signals between distant
brain regions and have shown how the development of

these long-range connections is important in many
processes in the brain, such as reading, hearing,
coordination, and speech/language.[29-34] Abnormalities
in the long-range neural tracts associated with these
processes can result in specific delays in development.
For example, investigators have shown that the growth
pattern of long-range connections in the brain predicts
how a child’s reading skills will develop.[33] Those
investigators stated that literacy requires the integration
of activity in brain areas involved in vision, hearing,
and language and, because these areas are distributed
throughout the brain, it requires more speed-efficient
long-range neural networks to bring about efficient
communication overall between these regions. Similarly,
other investigators found a lack of axonal integrity in
the long-range axons of the arcuate fasciculus in children
with delayed speech development. [34] Those other
investigators stated that any abnormality in the neurons
at the origin or termination of a tract could result in
abnormal development of the tract.
In addition to Hg causing axonal degeneration,
particularly of these critically important long-range
axons that would require axon guidance to regenerate,
studies have shown that Hg also inhibits axon
guidance.[35] Furthermore, studies have found that Hg
disrupts neuronal cell maturation,[35] which is another
issue noted in children with reading and speech/
language delay.[34]
Studies have also evaluated the potential for organicHg exposure from Thimerosal-containing vaccine
administration to induce specific delays in development
pathology or clinical symptoms in animal model systems.
Those studies have yielded significant pathology or
clinical symptoms in mice,[36] rats,[37-39] hamsters,[40] and
monkeys[41] that are consistent with those observed
in specific delays in development following exposure
to Thimerosal-containing vaccines mimicking the US
routine childhood vaccination schedule of the 1990s.
The results observed in the present study are also
supported by a number of published epidemiological
studies that found a significant relationship between
organic-Hg exposure from Thimerosal-containing
vaccines and specific delays in development, using
several epidemiological methods in various databases.
For example, in the VSD database, investigators, using
an ecological study design, evaluated the relationship
between the birth cohort prevalence of several different
types of specific delays in development and birth cohort
exposures to organic-Hg from Thimerosal-containing
childhood vaccines. [42] Consistent with the results
observed in the present study, these investigators
observed that infants receiving an additional 100 μg
organic-Hg from Thimerosal-containing childhood
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vaccines from birth to 7 months of age, had a significantly
increased rate ratio of 2.27 for diagnosed developmental
disorder/learning disorder, and infants receiving
an additional 100 μg organic-Hg from Thimerosalcontaining childhood vaccines from birth to 13 months
of age, had a significantly increased rate ratio of 2.91
for diagnosed developmental disorder/learning
disorder. Other investigators, using a cohort study
design, evaluated the relationship between increasing
organic-Hg exposure from Thimerosal-containing
childhood vaccines at 1-, 2-, 3-, and 6-months of age
and the eventual risk of being diagnosed with specific
delays in development.[43] They observed that increasing
cumulative organic-Hg exposures from Thimerosalcontaining vaccines were associated with an increased
risk of diagnosed unspecified developmental delay,
language delay and speech delay.
As another example, investigators evaluated the
relationship between the administration of three doses of
Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B vaccine prior to 2000
and the subsequent risk of a child being diagnosed with a
developmental disability from age 1-9 years, based upon
assessment of the National Health Interview Survey
(NHIS) 1999-2000 dataset.[44] They reported that boys
diagnosed with a development disability in comparison
to controls had a 9-fold significantly greater odds ratio for
receiving three doses of Thimerosal-containing hepatitis
B vaccine in comparison to those receiving no doses of
Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B vaccine.
Previously, investigators reported on the results of a
meta-analysis using statistical modeling to evaluate
the relationship between exposure to additional
doses of Hg from Thimerosal-containing childhood
vaccines and neurodevelopmental disorder adverse
event reports in the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting
System (VAERS).[45] This study reported that there
was a statistically significant increased risk of speech
disorder, mental retardation, personality disorder,
thinking abnormality, and ataxia adverse event reports
submitted to VAERS following the administration
of additional doses of organic-Hg from Thimerosalcontaining vaccine.
As yet another example, investigators evaluated neonatal
exposure to organic-Hg from Thimerosal-containing
vaccines and child development in the first 3 years of
life among a study sample of 196 infants, born between
January 2001 and March 2003.[46] These investigators
observed a significant overall deficit in psychomotor
development index attributable to neonatal exposure
to organic-Hg from Thimerosal-containing vaccine
measured during a 3-year follow-up period. Similarly,
investigators assessed neurodevelopment as measured
by Gesell development scores in relation to Hg exposure
526

in infants in one urban center and two rural villages.[47]
Using logistic regression analysis, these investigators
observed that exposure to organic-Hg from Thimerosalcontaining vaccine was negatively associated with Gesell
developmental scores.
The results of the present study differ from several
other studies that failed to find a consistent significant
relationship between specific delays in development
and organic-Hg exposure from Thimerosal-containing
childhood vaccines. This may have occurred, in part,
because other studies examined cohorts with significantly
different childhood vaccine schedules and with different
diagnostic criteria for outcomes. This difference may
have also occurred because these other studies employed
different epidemiological methods, especially with
respect to the issue of a sufficient follow-up period for
individuals in the cohorts examined. The method used
to measure how a follow-up period is determined for
individuals is a critical issue in all studies examining
the relationship between exposures and the subsequent
risk of the diagnosis of specific delays in development,
especially in those instances where the exposures to all
in the participants study are the same. This is the case
because the risk of an individual being diagnosed with
specific delays in development is not uniform throughout
his/her lifetime. As observed in the present study,
the initial mean age for a diagnosis of specific delays
in development was 2.62 years-old, and the standard
deviation of mean age for the initial diagnosis of specific
delays in development was 1.58 years-old. Therefore,
any follow-up method that fails to consider the lag-time
between birth and the subject’s age of an initial diagnosis
for specific delays in development will likely not be
able to observe the true relationship between exposure
to Hg through vaccination and the subsequent risk of
diagnosed specific delays in development.
The issue of follow-up may be of particular importance
for studies, which used hazard models that assumed
equal chances of an individual receiving a diagnosis of
specific delays in development with each additional day
of follow-up.[48,49] In one example,[49] Cox’s hazard ratios
were used to evaluate periods of follow-up in the cohort
examined by the investigators in the General Practitioner
Research Database (GPRD). These investigators observed
that increased organic-Hg exposure from Thimerosalcontaining vaccines was associated with significantly
reduced risk for diagnosed general developmental
disorders and unspecified developmental delay
(although there was a significantly higher risk for
diagnosed tics).
Still other investigators observed negative associations
between organic-Hg from Thimerosal-containing
vaccines and specific delays in development but were
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unable to draw conclusions based upon their results. For
example, investigators evaluated neuropsychological
performance 10 years after immunization in infancy with
Thimerosal-containing vaccines.[50] These investigators
examined children who were enrolled in an efficacy
trial of pertussis vaccines in 1992-1993, and who
were randomly assigned in the first year of life to one
vaccine group receiving a cumulative dose of organicHg from Thimerosal-containing vaccines of 62.5 μg
or another group with a cumulative dose of organicHg from Thimerosal-containing vaccines of 137.5 μg.
Ten years after immunization in infancy, eleven
neuropsychological tests, for a total of 24 outcomes, were
administered to children during school hours. Among
the 24 neuropsychological outcomes that were evaluated,
2 were significantly negatively impacted by increased
organic-Hg exposure from Thimerosal-containing
vaccine administration. The investigators concluded
that there results might be attributable to chance, and
the clinical relevance of the effects observed remain to
be determined.
Similarly, investigators conducted a cohort study in the
VSD to evaluate the relationship between organic-Hg
exposure from Thimerosal-containing vaccines and
diagnosed neurodevelopmental disorders.[48] Despite
including children who were too young to have received
a diagnosis of specific delays in development, these
investigators still observed significantly increased risk
ratios for tics and language delay with increasing doses
of organic-Hg exposure from Thimerosal-containing
vaccines. However, according to the investigators,
these results were not consistent enough to make a
determination of the potential adverse consequences
of organic-Hg exposure from Thimerosal-containing
vaccines. Critically, the study was significantly limited
in its statistical power to detect associations between
organic-Hg exposure from Thimerosal-containing
vaccines and specific developmental delay diagnoses
because only certain some sub-diagnostic categories of
diagnosed specific developmental delays were analyzed
(that is, no assessment was made for the entire category
of specific developmental delays).

Strengths/Limitations
A strength of the present study was its examination
of a cohort of children from the VSD database. The
VSD database observations were made based upon
retrospective assessment of prospectively collected
medical records of patients enrolled in various
HMOs. All cases examined in the present study had
to be enrolled from birth and were required to be
continuously enrolled until a medical diagnosis of one
of the specific delays in development being studied
was made, and controls had to be enrolled from birth

for a sufficient time period to ensure that there was a
very small chance that, during additional follow-up,
any of the controls would be medically diagnosed with
specific delays in development. As a result, any factors
associated with enrollment (adjustment for potential
independent variables between cases and controls were
not necessary because enrollment was from birth) or
health care-seeking behavior (adjustment for potential
access/availability of healthcare was continuous among
cases and controls) were minimized. In addition, cases
diagnosed with specific delays in development were
specifically evaluated to ensure that only those cases
diagnosed with specific delays in development following
vaccine administration were considered in the present
analyses.
For cases diagnosed with specific delays in development,
it was possible to mathematically evaluate the mean
and standard deviation of age for the initial diagnosis
of specific delays in development within the VSD. From
this information, it was possible to estimate how many
additional potential diagnoses of specific delays in
development were missed. In order to ensure adequate
amounts of data for our analyses while minimizing their
subsequent risk of being diagnosed with a specific delay
in development, a priori, controls had to be continuously
enrolled in the VSD from birth until they were at least
5.78 years-old (mean age of initial diagnosis of specific
delays in development plus 2 times the standard
deviation of mean age of initial diagnosis of specific
delays in development). Based on the data for age of
initial diagnosis for the specific delays in development
studied, this was a sufficient period to ensure that, with
further follow-up, those controls without a diagnosis
of specific delays in development would probably not
subsequently receive diagnosis for the studied specific
delays in development in the VSD (mathematically there
is a <2.5% chance of these individuals being diagnosed
with specific delays in development with additional
follow-up time beyond 5.78 years).
Interestingly, by reducing the length of follow-up, and
hence introducing greater uncertainty as to the correct
diagnostic status of the controls examined, it was possible
to reduce the adverse effects observed to be associated
with organic-Hg exposure from Thimerosal-containing
hepatitis B vaccine administration, but still the effect
observed was so robust that significant associations were
still found in each analysis. For example, by requiring
that controls had to be continuously enrolled in the VSD
from birth until they were at least 4.2 years-old (mean
age of initial diagnosis of specific delays in development
plus the standard deviation of mean age of initial
diagnosis of specific delays in development), cases were
still significantly more likely (OR = 2.36, P < 0.00001)
than controls to have received 37.5 μg organic-Hg from
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three Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B vaccine doses
in comparison to 0 μg organic-Hg from no-Thimerosal
hepatitis B-containing vaccines and/or no hepatitis B
vaccinations within the first 6 months of life. Similarly,
by further reducing length of follow-up, so that controls
had to be continuously enrolled in the VSD from birth
until they were at least 2.62-years-old (mean age of initial
diagnosis of specific delays in development), cases were
again significantly more likely (OR = 2.29, P < 0.00001)
than controls to have received 37.5 μg organic-Hg from
three Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B vaccine doses in
comparison to 0 μg organic-Hg from three no-Thimerosal
hepatitis B-containing vaccines and/or no hepatitis B
vaccinations within the first 6 months of life.
That the VSD data were collected independently of
the study design used in the present study is another
strength. The VSD data records analyzed were collected
as part of the routine health care individuals received
through their participation with their respective HMOs,
and as such, the healthcare providers in no way were
thinking about the potential association between vaccine
exposures and potential health outcomes.
Another strength of the present study, was that this
study investigated the potential consequences of gender
on the relationship between organic-Hg exposure from
Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B vaccines and the
diagnosis of specific delays in development. As shown
in Tables 2 and 3, even when the VSD data examined
in separate gender analyses (male or female) cases
diagnosed with specific delays in development were still
significantly more likely than to controls to have received
increased organic-Hg exposure from Thimerosalcontaining hepatitis B vaccines administered at specific
intervals within the first 6 months of life. The present
study also evaluated exposure to Thimerosal-containing
hepatitis B vaccine doses administered at specific
intervals within the first 6 months of life among the ratios
of the exposed-to-unexposed male cases in comparison
to the ratios of exposed-to-unexposed female cases for
each level of exposure. For those outcomes, overall there
were no significantly increased relative males-to-females
ratios for the increased organic-Hg exposure from
Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B vaccine doses among
male cases in comparison to female cases, but there was
a non-significant trend towards the ratio of exposed-tounexposed male cases where the exposed males received
37.5 μg organic-Hg from three Thimerosal-containing
hepatitis B vaccine doses in comparison to 0 μg organicHg from three no-Thimerosal hepatitis B-containing
vaccine doses and/or no hepatitis B vaccinations within
the first 6 months of life in comparison to the same ratio
for exposed-to-unexposed female cases. Future studies
should be conducted to examine different amounts of
exposure to organic-Hg from Thimerosal-containing
528

vaccines and outcomes other than those examined in
the present study.
However, the results of the present study may have
a number of potential limitations. It is possible the
results observed may have occurred from unknown
biases or cofounders present in the datasets examined.
This seems unlikely because other control outcomes
(outcomes that are not biologically plausibly linked
to postnatal organic-Hg exposure from Thimerosalcontaining vaccines) were examined, such as a diagnosis
of congenital anomalies (ICD-9 code: 759.9) in the VSD
database, using the same methodology employed for
specific delays in development. No similar patterns
of significant associations were observed for these
outcomes in contrast to that found for organic-Hg
exposure from Thimerosal-containing hepatitis B vaccine
administration and the subsequent risk of diagnosed
specific delays in development. For example, congenital
anomaly cases and controls were similarly exposed
to 12.5 μg organic-Hg from a Thimerosal-containing
hepatitis B vaccine dose administered in the first month
of life in comparison to 0 μg organic-Hg from a noThimerosal hepatitis B-containing vaccine dose or no
hepatitis B vaccination administered in the first month
of life (OR = 1.03, P > 0.50).
Another potential limitation of the present study is that
the results observed for specific delays in development
may be the result of statistical chance. However, such a
possibility would be unlikely given the limited number
of statistical tests performed, the highly significant results
observed (all the calculated P-values were < 0.00001), and
the consistency in the direction and magnitude of the
results observed.
Still, other potential limitations of the present study
include the possibilities that some of the individuals in
the cohorts in the VSD database examined: May have
had more subtle neurological dysfunction that was not
brought to the attention of their healthcare providers,
healthcare providers may have misdiagnosed some
individuals, or some vaccine exposures may not have
been appropriately classified. While these limitations,
possibly present in the data examined in the current
study, should not have significantly impacted the results
observed, it is unclear how differential application would
have occurred to affect the study cohorts examined
based upon the Thimerosal doses that the individuals
received. Moreover, misclassification occurring in the
data examined would tend to bias any results observed
toward the null hypothesis, since such effects would
result in individuals being placed in the wrong exposure
and/or outcome categories examined, and this would
result in decreased statistical power to determine true
potential exposure-outcome relationships.
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In addition, another potential limitation of the present
study is that exposures to other sources of Hg were not
evaluated. The individuals examined in the present
study very likely incurred other organic-Hg exposures
from other Thimerosal-containing childhood vaccines,
breastfeeding, formula feeding, and, to a lesser extent,
dental amalgams, fish, or other environmental sources.
While these other sources of Hg may play a significant
involvement in the pathogenesis specific delays in
development, these Hg exposures, not accounted for
in this study, would actually tend to bias the results
observed towards the null hypothesis because they
potentially would confound the specific exposure
classifications of Hg examined. For example, individuals
classified as having lower organic-Hg exposure from
Thimerosal-containing vaccines may have actually
received high doses of Hg from other sources, and
individuals having higher organic-Hg exposure from
Thimerosal-containing vaccines may have actually
received low doses of Hg from other sources, with the
net result tending to minimize the magnitude of the
associations observed. In addition, the current study
suffers from the potential limitation that analyses were
not conducted to further explore the precise timing and
cumulative doses of organic-Hg from all Thimerosalcontaining childhood vaccines associated with maximum
adverse consequences. In future studies, it would
be worthwhile to explore these precise timing and
cumulative-dose phenomena.
Finally, the present study is limited in the types of
neurodevelopmental outcomes examined, as well as
other covariates such as race, birth weight, etc., that
may affect the magnitude of the adverse effects found.
It would be of significant interest in future studies to
explore other neurodevelopmental outcomes and other
covariates.

Conclusion
The present study provides compelling new
epidemiological evidence supporting a significant
relationship between increasing organic-Hg exposure
from Thimerosal-containing childhood vaccines and
the subsequent risk of a diagnosis for specific delays
in development among both males and females. Many
recent studies support the biologically plausible role
of organic-Hg exposure from Thimerosal-containing
vaccines in the pathogenesis of specific delays in
development. The specific ICD-9 code examined in the
current study included specific delays in development
involving speech/language, coordination, hearing, and
reading disorders. Hg is a known developmental and
neurotoxin, and its specificity in targeting long-range
axons, as the evidence here would suggest, possibly
contributes to the abnormal long-range tracts that are

found in children diagnosed with specific delays in
development, such as reading, hearing, coordination
and speech/language.
In summary, using a hypothesis-testing, epidemiological
analytical methodology in the VSD database, organicHg exposure from Thimerosal-containing childhood
vaccines was determined to be a significant risk factor
for the subsequent diagnosis of specific delays in
development among males and females. In addition,
the present study placed special emphasis on requiring
an adequate follow-up period in the analysis. Thus,
the cases and controls were followed for a sufficient,
evidenced-based interval of time, to ensure that they
were appropriately classified with respect to their
exposures and outcomes. This carefully- determined
period of follow-up thus helped to avoid the potential
for a cause-and-effect relationship between exposure
and outcome to be biased or confounded. Future
studies should be completed to evaluate the possible
relationship between organic-Hg exposure from
Thimerosal-containing childhood vaccines and
other chronic disorders, and to assess the timing of
organic-Hg exposure from Thimerosal-containing
vaccine administration associated with adverse
outcomes within specific subpopulations.
As mentioned previously, since Hg bio-accumulates,
combined exposure from different sources is a serious
concern, especially in the face of an underlying chronic
exposure that appears to be increasing and detrimental.
Thus, every preventable source of exposure should be
evaluated and avoided. Additive effects from different
sources could potentially increase a child’s Hg-exposure
from a subclinical chronic exposure level to a clinical level
in which obvious neurodevelopmental consequences
occur. Routine childhood vaccination may be an
important public health tool to reduce the morbidity
and mortality associated with certain infectious diseases.
However, it is also a public health imperative to end the
unnecessary addition of organic-Hg to vaccines in the
form of Thimerosal used as a preservative, based on data
showing an association between its administration and
adverse outcomes.
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